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Abstract 

Machine learning methods are becoming more and more relevant and they are very widely used: business and finance, internet, biology, 
sociology and etc. However, this review focuses on machine learning research and its application in real-world medical problems. 
Considered already achieved results and possible directions for future works. 
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1 Introduction  

Machine learning explores algorithms that can learn from 
expierence. Widespread use of machine learning methods is 
primarily associated with a large number of directions with 
which they interact (for example, robotics, database, web 
development) and with plenty of real-world problems that 
can be solved by them. A review of applications for some of 
such problems is presented in the article [1].  

This survey covers some application examples of machi-
ne learning in medicine and directions that are relevant for 
implementation of machine learning methods in the future. 
The purpose is to show the current results and future research 
directions. This is not complete coverage of all existing 
examples of using machine learning methods in medicine, but 
providing acquaintance with possibilities of application. 

2 Overview of directions and problems 

In the article [2] one of the main current research directions 
in machine learning is methods for scaling up supervised 
learning algorithms, which includes two significant topics: 
learning with large training sets and learning with many 
features. Practically every real-world problem, related to the 
data processing faces with one of them and even with both 
at once. In such cases practical application is always very 
individual and depends on the specific content of the prob-
lem and input data. In addition, there is always a huge space 
for future research. Different datasets in open access are 
presented for research and processing. For example, blood 

donation data - a subset of data from the blood donor data-
base of the Blood Transfusion Service Center of Hsin-Chu 
City (Taiwan) [3]. The largest collection of such real-world 
and model data sets on problems of medicine and biology is 
contained in UCI Machine Learning Repository [4].  

Also an important area of machine learning research is 
learning stochastic models. Studies in this field have a 
probabilistic base and focused on finding trends and capa-
city to predict the result. Common examples are classifi-
cation of disease, selection of the most effective treatment, 
estimating a duration of a disease or a risk of complications, 
definition of a diagnosis by different criteria. For example, 
a diagnosis of diabetes with six variables: age, blood insulin 
level, blood glucose level, body mass and etc. [2].  

Research field of pattern recognition should also be 
mentioned. Although the level of human abilities of recog-
nition is still unachievable, existing methods already have 
working examples such as speech recognition with speech 
waveform or biometric recognition with face, iris, finger-
print [5]. Within medicine very promising the use of these 
methods can be for people with disabilities [6].  

3 Conclusions 

In conclusion, it is obvious that the methods of machine 
learning are relevant not only for current works, but also for 
further studies, including medicine. Each of the above 
directions represents wide opportunities for research and 
each of them already has successfully working examples.  
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